Water characterization and early contamination detection in highly varying stochastic background water, based on Machine Learning methodology for processing real-time UV-Spectrophotometry.
Water is a resource that affects every aspect of life. Intentional (terrorist or wartime events) or accidental water contamination events could have a tremendous impact on public health, behavior and morale. Quick detection of such events can mitigate their effects and reduce the potential damage. Continuous on-line monitoring is the first line of defense for reducing contamination associated damage. One of the available tools for such detection is the UV-absorbance spectrophotometry, where the absorbance spectra are compared against a set of normal and contaminated water fingerprints. However, as there are many factors at play that affect this comparison, it is an elusive and tedious task. Further, the comparison against a set of known fingerprints is futile when the water in the supply system are a mix, with varying proportions, of water from different sources, which differ significantly in their physicochemical characteristics. This study presents a new scheme for early detection of contamination events through UV absorbance under unknown routine conditions. The detection mechanism is based on a new affinity measure, Fitness, and a procedure similar to Gram based amplification, which result in a flexible mechanism to alert if a contamination is present. The method was shown to be most effective when applied to a set of comprehensive experiments, which examined the absorbance of various contaminants in drinking water in lab and real-life configurations. Four datasets, which contained real readings from either laboratory experiments or monitoring station of an operational water supply system were used. To extend the testbed even further, an artificial dataset, simulating a vast array of proportions between specific water sources is also presented. The results show, that for all datasets, high detection rates, while maintaining low levels of false alarms, were obtained by the algorithm.